SKY RANCH THUNDERBOLTS
To Most People the sky is the limit--To Thunderbolts, the sky is Home!!
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When fears are
grounded, dreams
take flight.

Know the way, go the
way, show the way.

Do the right thing even
when no one is watching.

Perseverance and passion
to keep you going.

If you want to be
trusted, be honest.

A willingness to embrace
another’s uniqueness.

Classrooms
and Learning
Areas

*Take risks in
learning by leaving
your comfort zone
and trying new
things
*Be an active
learner: participate
and complete work-contribute

*Do your own work
*Care for technology and
supplies
*Follow through on
commitments to others
*Own your actions and
accept results
*Demonstrate morals
and maturity

*Stay engaged
*Search for answers by
inquiring
*Overcome obstacles
and succeed
*Use mistakes as
growth opportunities

*Speak truthfully
about events.
*Understand/ accept
your challenges
*Communicate
sincerely especially
with conflict
*Think about your
message first

*Speak and listen
respectfully—all adults
*Consider all points of
view before reacting
*Use appropriate
language
*Accept discomfort and
not having all the
answers

Community
and Common
Areas

*Get to know and
learn about others
*Be bold and reach
out
*Give your best
effort
*Be willing to try
new things

*Be prompt, prepared
and ready to learn
*Clean-up work areas
*Model appropriate
behavior for others
*Be open to the ideas
of others
*Understand/accept
your strengths/ share
them with others
*Follow the TSAs to
promote safety
*Attend school/be on
time
*Demonstrate good
decision making
*Listen to new ideas
*Respect and
encourage yourself
and others
*Be a positive
participant/ spectator
and community
member

*Use tech appropriately
*Communicate concerns
to adults
*Carry a pass in hallways
*Carry ID at all times
*Maintain order in lines
and hallways
*Remain seated for the
entire game or event
*Show good
sportsmanship
*Follow instructions from
all staff including bus
drivers
*Be on time—class, bus,
practice
*Do the right thing when
unsupervised

*Ignore negative
outside influences
*Focus on yourself and
your goals
*Meet eligibility
requirements to
participate
*Show your best
effort/abilities
*Use resources and
assistance to complete
homework
*Put forth your best
effort on homework

*Speak truthfully
about events.
*Share your
perspective
*Listen to others.
*Recognize different
perspectives

*Assume best
intentions
*Accept ALL others
*Respect the space and
needs of others
*Recognize and
appreciate the efforts
of others
*Welcome visitors
*Accept all ability levels
*Be patient with peers
and drivers
*Be aware of drivers
and vehicles
*Communicate with
family/ community
members

Thunderbolts altitude is determined by attitude.
Thunderbolts rise by lifting others!

